Year 2014 is the third time EnergyCon is organized, this time by
the joint effort of IEEE Region 8, IEEE Croatia Section and the
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and
Computing.

Legend says that city of Dubrovnik was founded in 8th century. In
late 12th century older settlements were joined into one urban unit
by a city wall complex. In 1358 Dubrovnik liberated from the
Venetian ruling, which was crucial for its successful further
development. Golden age was the period of Dubrovnik Republic
(Respublica Ragusina) in 15th and 16th century when Dubrovnik was
the most significant maritime and mercantile center of the Adriatic,
alongside Venice. Dubrovnik Republic had no army of its own. Its
defensive mechanism was diplomacy and maintaining neutrality in
international conflicts. In that period Dubrovnik reached magnificent
levels in its urban and architectural development, literature and
poetry, science, art and many other fields of culture. The 17th
century was critical period for Dubrovnik Republic due to the general
crisis in Mediterranean maritime affairs and the catastrophic
earthquake of 1667. In 1808 Napoleon dissolved the Dubrovnik
Republic and in 1815 at the Vienna Congress Dubrovnik region was
joined to the other parts of Croatia.

Conference logistics:

We are looking forward to seeing you in Dubrovnik!

TIMELINE
Call for Papers

September 2013

Paper Submission Deadline

1 December 2013

Notification of Acceptance

1 February 2014

Final Paper Deadline

15 March 2014

Conference Dates

13-16 May 2014
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There are great number of places to visit in Dubrovnik, whether you
love history, architecture, sea and nature or you are gourmand,
there will be plenty of choices.
Dubrovnik and its surroundings consist of many beautiful beaches
and places for those who love nature and beautiful landscape. The
town is surrounded by verdant Mediterranean vegetation, many olive
tree plantations and vineyards, lemon and orange trees and the air is
enriched with scents of laurel and rosemary which grow around
them.

The venue of the 2014 event, named Energy (R)Evolution, is
Dubrovnik - one of the most beautiful and best preserved old
cities in the world. We will do our best to prepare an interesting
networking and social program including Welcome and Closing
receptions, Gala dinner and several cultural and sightseeing tours.
Rest assured we will provide you a memorable time in the
astonishing city of stone, surrounded by 2 km long stone walls.

CALL FOR PAPERS

Dubrovnik is one of the most beautiful cities in the world. An ancient
city of about 30.000 inhabitants situated in far south of Croatia.
Dubrovnik's reputation and attractiveness are based on its culture,
history, beautiful clean sea and gastro offer. Old town with numerous
highly valuable churches and other sacral objects, the city walls, and
fortresses testifies to its rich history and is considered a living
monument. Dubrovnik became one of UNESCO World Heritage Site in
1979.
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